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A b o u t

Proop is a community-based Game that offers its
players the best online Game experience possible!

Welcome to Proop, where gaming meets community in an unparalleled online experience! Our
mission at Proop is simple: to redefine online gaming and create an environment where every
player feels valued and connected. We're not just a platform; we're a vibrant community of
gaming enthusiasts committed to setting new standards for satisfaction.
What makes Proop stand out is our emphasis on community-centric gaming. Join us, and you
become part of a family that shares a passion for gaming and a dedication to crafting memorable
experiences. Proop offers a diverse array of carefully curated games, catering to all skill levels and
preferences, ensuring there's something for everyone.
Innovation is at the core of our approach. Proop embraces cutting-edge technology to enhance
gameplay, graphics, and overall user experience. We believe in pushing boundaries to keep our
players at the forefront of the gaming world.
Fun and rewards go hand in hand at Proop. Enjoy your gaming journey while earning attractive
rewards and incentives. We prioritize your security and fair play, implementing state-of-the-art
measures to protect your data and ensure a secure gaming environment.
Proop isn't just a gaming platform; it's a lifestyle. Join us in redefining online gaming, discovering
the thrill, connecting with like-minded gamers, and making Proop your ultimate destination for fun
and rewards. Come, be part of the extraordinary at Proop – where gaming is more than just
entertainment; it's a revolution!



A b o u t  m a n a g e m e n t

Albert C. Pauli
CEO & Co-founder
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Smith Carter 
Chief operation officer

Meghan A. Garrett 
Chief Metaverse Officer

Title: "Proop Network Management: Navigating the Digital Horizon“ In the fast-paced digital landscape, Proop Network Management stands as a beacon
of efficiency and innovation. Spearheaded by a dedicated team, the company has revolutionized the way organizations handle their networks. At the
helm is Albert C. Pauli, the visionary CEO & Co-founder, whose strategic foresight has propelled Proop to the forefront of network management
solutions. Belinda S. Rye, Director & Co-founder, complements this vision with her focus on user-centric approaches, ensuring that technology serves the
people it intends to empower. Smith Carter, the meticulous Chief Operation Officer, oversees the day-to-day intricacies of network functionality,
ensuring a seamless experience for clients. His commitment to operational excellence has solidified Proop's reputation for reliability. In the era of digital
transformation, Meghan A. Garrett, Chief Metaverse Officer, takes the company into uncharted territories. Through her expertise, Proop embraces the
metaverse, integrating cutting-edge technologies into its network management solutions. Proop's approach blends tradition with innovation, creating a
network management ecosystem that not only meets the demands of today but also anticipates the challenges of tomorrow. With Proop, businesses
confidently navigate the digital horizon, secure in the knowledge that their networks are in capable hands.



Upcoming

Coming soon...
Proop is thrilled to announce the upcoming launch of Proop Coin (Token)! As we continue
to revolutionize online gaming, Proop Coin will be the latest addition, bringing a new
dimension to your gaming experience. Get ready to delve into a world of exclusive
benefits, rewards, and seamless transactions within the Proop community. Proop Coin is
set to redefine the way you engage with our platform, offering enhanced opportunities for
fun and earnings. Stay tuned for the official launch and join us as we embark on this
thrilling journey together!

Introducing the Proop Shop – Coming Soon! Brace yourself for a one-stop destination
where your gaming journey meets exclusive merchandise and exciting offers. The Proop
Shop is designed to elevate your gaming experience, offering a range of curated items that
reflect the spirit of the Proop community. From limited-edition apparel to gaming
accessories, immerse yourself in the world of Proop with unique products that celebrate
your passion. Stay tuned for the grand opening, and gear up to showcase your Proop pride
in style. Get ready to shop, play, and immerse yourself in the Proop lifestyle!



Gaming

Play & Earn With Proop Network

Enjoy Proop's immersive games and unlock earning opportunities! Play
on the Proop network for thrilling experiences and rewards. Join the fun!



How To Join

With A Free ID, You Can Play Games And Earn, 
But No Networking Income Is Generated.

A $10 ID upgrade grants unlimited income opportunities. Elevate your status, invest wisely, and unlock boundless financial potential for lasting benefits.
A free ID allows you to engage in game playing and earn rewards; however, it doesn't generate networking income without a premium subscription.
The real game-changer happens when you decide to upgrade your ID. Upon upgrading, you unlock a stream of level incomes. This enhancement takes
your experience to the next level, offering increased opportunities and financial rewards. The premium subscription propels you beyond the
constraints of a free ID, ensuring a more rewarding journey in the gaming arena. By embracing the upgrade, you tap into a world of heightened
benefits and amplified earnings through the attainment of various levels, making your gaming experience both lucrative and fulfilling.



Earnings

Proop Network Income Options

Spot Income Proop Star Income 

Proop Star Club

Mining Generation Income Team Generation Income

Mining Income Matching Income

Super Spot Income



Mining income

Mining income refers to the earnings generated by playing games. By engaging in gaming activities, individuals can generate income. Whether 
you play games with a free account or invest in one, you have the opportunity to earn. Even with a free account, playing games allows you to 

accumulate earnings. Moreover, you can use these earnings to activate and enhance your account. This process provides a means for 
individuals to both enjoy gaming and financially benefit from their gaming endeavors.

Proop Gives You Free Unlimited Income 

Play Game & Mine income 



Mining Generation

Unlock Level Levels Commission
No Requirment Level 01 3% 0.30%

No Requirment Level 02 2% 0.20%

1 Sponsor
Level 03 1% 0.10%

Level 04 1% 0.10%

1 Sponsor
Level 05 1% 0.10%

Level 06 0.75% 0.075%

1 Sponsor
Level 07 0.75% 0.075%

Level 08 0.75% 0.075%

1 Sponsor
Level 09 0.75% 0.075%

Level 10 0.75% 0.075%

1 Sponsor
Level 11 0.50% 0.050%

Level 12 0.50% 0.050%

1 Sponsor
Level 13 0.50% 0.050%

Level 14 0.50% 0.050%

1 Sponsor
Level 15 0.50% 0.050%

Level 16 0.50% 0.050%

1 Sponsor
Level 17 0.50% 0.050%

Level 18 0.50% 0.050%

1 Sponsor
Level 19 0.50% 0.050%

Level 20 0.50% 0.050%

The Mining Generation Income is earned through your team's game-playing activities. Whenever your Proop team plays games and earns income, you
receive a share of their earnings across 20 levels. To unlock income from the first two levels, Starting from the 1st and 2nd levels, sponsoring one directly is
necessary for accessing the income from the 3rd and 4th levels. Similarly, for each subsequent set of 2 levels, you need one direct sponsor. In total, you
must have 10 directs,



Spot Income

Get 10% Direct Spot Income 

Earn a 10% spot income, ensuring a direct
and immediate return. Capitalize on this
advantageous percentage to boost your
earnings effectively and efficiently.



Super Spot Income

Super Spot Income 10%
When I upgrade my ID to premium, I start earning profits from my team. Each time I top up my ID, I receive 10% from my team's first-level top-up, then 10%
from the second level, and so on, up to the 20th level. This process continues, with me earning 10% from my 20th-level team's top-up after I have topped up
my ID 20 times. This system provides me with an opportunity to contribute to my team's progress and offers a systematic way to increase my earnings. At
each level, I receive a fixed percentage of their top-up, creating a stable and efficient method to enhance my income. Through this process, a strong and
mutually beneficial relationship is established between me and my team, fostering collaboration and growth.

Levels Person Commission Income Condition
Level 01 2 1$ 2$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 02 4 1$ 4$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 03 8 1$ 8$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 04 16 1$ 16$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 05 32 1$ 32$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 06 64 1$ 64$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 07 128 1$ 128$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 08 256 1$ 256$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 09 512 1$ 512$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 10 1024 1$ 1024$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 11 2048 1$ 2048$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 12 4096 1$ 4096$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 13 8192 1$ 8192$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 14 16384 1$ 16384$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 15 32768 1$ 32768$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 16 65536 1$ 65536$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 17 131072 1$ 131072$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 18 262144 1$ 262144$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 19 524288 1$ 524288$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Level 20 1048576 1$ 1048576$ 10$ Self Upgrade

Total= 2097150$ 200$ Self Upgrade 



Matching Income

Proop Team Business Matching Income 

a b

You

25%

Get

"Proop's team business Matching income is 25%. If the binary hits 2 times, it will be 
divided into 2 parts; if the binary hits 3 times, then this 25% will be divided 3 times. 

So, the more the binary hits from one ID activation, this 25% will be divided and 
distributed accordingly."



Team Generation income

Team Generation Income is derived from the premium activation profits generated by your team's activities. When your Proop team activates 
for premium activations, you receive a portion of their efforts spread across 20 levels. To unlock income from the initial two levels, you need to 
perform 20 self-ID top-ups. For access to income from the 3rd and 4th levels and each subsequent pair of levels, a direct sponsor for each level is 

required. In summary, to qualify for Generation Income on all 20 levels, you must have 10 direct sponsors, excluding your self-ID top-ups.

Unlock Level Levels Commission Person Level Income Self-Upgrade Total Income
No Requirement Level 01 3% 0.30$ 2 0.60$ 20 Times 12

No Requirement Level 02 2% 0.20$ 4 0.80$ 20 Times 16

1 Sponsor
Level 03 1% 0.10$ 8 0.80$ 20 Times 16

Level 04 1% 0.10$ 16 1.60$ 20 Times 32

1 Sponsor
Level 05 1% 0.10$ 32 3.20$ 20 Times 64

Level 06 0.75% 0.075$ 64 4.80$ 20 Times 96

1 Sponsor
Level 07 0.75% 0.075$ 128 9.60$ 20 Times 192

Level 08 0.75% 0.075$ 256 19.20$ 20 Times 384

1 Sponsor
Level 09 0.75% 0.075$ 512 38.40$ 20 Times 768

Level 10 0.75% 0.075$ 1024 76.80$ 20 Times 1536

1 Sponsor
Level 11 0.50% 0.050$ 2048 102.40$ 20 Times 2048

Level 12 0.50% 0.050$ 4096 204.80$ 20 Times 4096

1 Sponsor
Level 13 0.50% 0.050$ 8192 409.60$ 20 Times 8190

Level 14 0.50% 0.050$ 16384 819.20$ 20 Times 16384

1 Sponsor
Level 15 0.50% 0.050$ 32768 1638.40$ 20 Times 32768

Level 16 0.50% 0.050$ 65536 3276.80$ 20 Times 65536

1 Sponsor
Level 17 0.50% 0.050$ 131072 6553.60$ 20 Times 131072

Level 18 0.50% 0.050$ 262144 13107.20$ 20 Times 262144

1 Sponsor
Level 19 0.50% 0.050$ 524288 26214.40$ 20 Times 524288

Level 20 0.50% 0.050$ 1048576 52428.80$ 20 Times 1048576

Total= 104911$ 2098218$



Proop star income

Sponsor By Level Rank Incentive
10 Arbiter 5$

100 Paragon 50$

1000 Dominus 500$

10000 Adept 5000$

100000 Luminary 50000$

Navigating The Hierarchy To Unlock Enticing Rewards:

 Arbiter Rank (10 Direct IDs): Secure a $5 reward as you initiate your ascent.

 Paragon Rank (100 IDs in 2nd Level): to level 2 with 100 IDs, earning a more substantial $50 reward.

 Dominus Rank (1000 IDs in 3rd Level): 3rd level with 1000 IDs, unlocking a significant $500 reward.

 Adept Rank (10,000 IDs in 4th Level): 4th level, amassing 10,000 IDs for an impressive $5000 reward.

 Luminary Rank (100,000 IDs in 5th Level): 5th level, gathering 100,000 IDs to claim a $50,000 reward.

As you progress, each rank demands a higher volume of IDs, with the rewards escalating

accordingly. This systematic structure ensures a progressively lucrative journey, offering

clear objectives and substantial incentives at each level.



Proop Star Club

Upon reaching the Luminary rank, you gain a unique benefit – a lifetime royalty of 1% from your entire team's mining income. In simpler
terms, this means that as a Luminary, you receive a constant 1% share of the total mining income generated by everyone in your team for
the entirety of your engagement with the program. It's a lasting reward for your accomplishments, offering a continuous stream of
income based on the collective efforts of your team members involved in mining activities. This system encourages and recognizes your
leadership and success by ensuring a sustained share in the overall team earnings, providing a reliable and ongoing source of financial
benefit as you continue to thrive within the Luminary rank. In essence, achieving Luminary not only marks your high standing within the
program but also secures a long-term, passive income stream tied to the success and mining activities of your entire team

1%
Team’s Royalty 

Life time



Terms & Conditions

 Your withdrawal and transfer capabilities are linked same as the value of your ID.

 After self-upgrading your ID 20 times, you gain the flexibility for unlimited withdrawals and transfers.

 A free ID does not generate networking income. However, upgrading your ID makes you eligible

for level-based income.

 Upgrading your ID with a minimal cost of $10 opens doors to unlimited income opportunities.

 Upgrading your self-level makes you eligible for super spot income in a placement-based

system, offering additional income prospects.

 A 10% charge is applied when you initiate a withdrawal.

 There is a 5% charge on the amount when you transfer funds.

 You can only withdraw Monday to Friday & the rest of the days you can P2P only.

Q.A.



T H A N K S


